Outlook 2013/365 - New
Main
Screen

Folder
Pane
(Navigation
Pane)



Modern style interface (cleaner, minimalist, flatter look). Tabs on the ribbon
are all capital letters.



Now called the Folder Pane and
contains buttons for Mail,
Calendar, People (formally
Contacts) and Tasks and appear
horizontally across bottom of pane



When you hover over the Mail,
Calendar, etc. buttons across the
bottom Peek windows appear and
show a quick glimpse of each



Click the ellipsis (… ) to see Notes,
Folders and Shortcuts

Outlook 2010 - Old


Tabs on the ribbon are upper and lower case letters.



Navigation Pane contains Mail, Calendar, Contacts,
Tasks, etc. and appear vertically on pane



If you see the words All
Folders instead of the
Folder Pane you can
click on the right-arrow
above the words to
expand the Folder Pane.



If the Mail, Calendar
and People options
display as icons or are
compressed on the
collapsed Folder
Pane, you can click on
the ellipsis (…), select
Navigation Options…
and turn off Compact
Navigation.

Unread
Mail View

Unread
Mail
Messages

Faster
Marking of
Messages

Reply
/Forward
Buttons



One click filter button to show all Unread messages.



Had to use Filter button on the Home tab to be able to filter for Unread
messages.



Unread messages now display with a blue line before the message and the
subject of the message appears in blue



Unread messages displayed a “closed” envelope before the message and
the message sender’s name was in bold



You can quickly mark a message as read or unread by clicking on the blue bar
displayed before each unread message



Can now hover over a message in the Message List and Mark as Read, Delete or
Flag the message



Had to select message first then either right-click or use buttons on ribbons
to Delete, Flag or Mark as Read/Unread.



Now have the ability to reply and forward right in the reading pane.



Had to select message first then either right-click or use buttons on ribbons
to Reply or Forward messages.

Attaching
Documents

Creating
Calendar
Entries
from
Messages

Draft
Messages



If the message body of an email
contains “attach,” “attached” or
“attachment”, and you forgot to
attach anything – a pop-up message
will now appear reminding you that
you forgot to include the
attachment.



Never warned you if you send a message without intended attachment.



Can drag a message in the Message List area to the Calendar button on the
bottom of screen. (Cannot drag to the calendar on the right in the To Do Bar).



Could drag a message in the Message List area to the calendar on the right
(To Do Bar) to convert an email to an appointment.



This then requires you to set the appropriate date needed for the action and
save and close the appointment.



Draft email messages are automatically saved after a few minutes PLUS you’ll
see the word Draft beside the message as a visual reminder that you haven’t
yet sent that message. This visual reminder feature is for reply or forward
messages only. For new messages you will still need to go to the Drafts folder to
see them.



Draft email messages are automatically saved after a few minutes, but
there’s no visual clue within the message thread that you have a draft
waiting to send.

Opening
Attachments



Attachments open in a Read-only mode or in a Reading view.



When opening Excel or PowerPoint attachments within Outlook the document
opens in Read Only Mode. If you need to save the document after looking at it,
you must use Save As. (This is a safety feature to keep you from editing an
attachment and losing your edits since you cannot save changes to an email
attachment).



Word document attachments within Outlook open in Reading View.





This reading view has a slimmed
down version of the ribbon on the
top left side of the screen

Plus buttons on the top right side of the screen

The document also appears in 2-page view.



You can click on the View/Hide button on the top right to either view the
ribbon or hide the ribbon (to give more room on the screen for reading the
document contents).



Click View and choose Edit Document to view document in edit mode.



To turn this feature off, within Word click the File tab  Options  General and
uncheck the "Open e-mail attachments and other uneditable files in Reading
View" box. Then close and reopen Outlook.



Attachments did not open in Read-Only view. Instead it opened the
document in the normal Office screen. (example: Word document shown
here.)

Searching

Calendar



When using the Search box to search for messages it performs the search on
the contents of the current folder by default but you can quickly change what
folders to search by using the drop-down arrow at end of search bar.



When using the Search box to search for messages it performs the search
on the contents of the current folder by default. You then have the option
to search in All Mail Items.



Weather information for the next 3 days is displayed on the Calendar in the
Calendar Module



Did not have a weather bar.



NOTE: Weather location may default to Decatur, GA

People/
Contacts



Contacts are now called People.



Used to be called Contacts.



You can hover over the People option in Folder Pane and “Peek” at contacts.



Used to be displayed as business cards as default



You can still drag an email message and drop on the People option on Folder
Pane to add the sender to your People list.



**NOTE** for security reasons Emory Healthcare has disabled social media
connection options in Office 2013.

